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GaAs under Intense Ultrafast Excitation: Response of the Dielectric Function
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We used a new broadband spectroscopic technique to measure the dielectric function of GaAs
the spectral range of 1.5–3.5 eV following intense 70-fs laser excitation. The results provide the m
detailed information thus far on the electron and lattice dynamics both above and below the flue
threshold for permanent damage,Fth  1.0 kJym2. There are three distinct regimes of behavior: lattice
heatings,0.5Fthd, lattice disordering (0.6–0.8)Fth, and a semiconductor-to-metal transitions.0.8Fthd.
Below Fth, the changes are completely reversible. [S0031-9007(97)04894-1]

PACS numbers: 78.20.Ci, 78.47.+p
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Intense femtosecond laser pulses excite a de
electron-hole plasma in a semiconductor, which caus
large changes in band structure and can lead to str
tural transitions [1–11]. Femtosecond laser pulses a
allow one to observe the dynamics of the laser-induc
transitions. Motivated in part by potential application
in materials processing, optical switching, and optoele
tronic devices, considerable effort has been devoted
the past ten years to observing high-density electr
dynamics and understanding atomic motion during sub
cosecond laser-induced structural transitions [1–11].

The first experiments on femtosecond laser-excit
semiconductors measured transient reflectivity, tran
mission, and second-harmonic generation, and provid
evidence of changes in the materials within a few hundr
femtoseconds after excitation [1–6]. More recentl
direct determination of the dielectric constant [7] an
second-order susceptibility [8], which are fundament
optical properties of the material, has shown that t
observed changes result mainly from modifications of t
band structure.

Several theoretical studies have addressed the electr
and structural response of semiconductors to inten
ultrafast excitation. Calculations of the effects of
screened ionic potential and of electron exchange a
correlation on the band structure show that the bandg
in GaAs decreases with increasing carrier density [
The gap drops to zero when about 10% of the valen
electrons are excited. In other studies, the breaking
covalent bonds by the electronic excitation is shown
cause rapid softening of the phonon modes [10]. Th
softening leads to lattice instability when 10% of th
valence electrons are excited. Recentab initio molecu-
lar dynamics simulations for silicon show that lase
induced changes in the distribution of bonding electro
cause the lattice to undergo a structural transition with
100 fs [11].

In this Letter we present time-resolved measureme
of the dielectric functionesvd of GaAs across the spectra
range from the near-infrared to the ultraviolet. In contra
to previous single-frequency optical measurements [1–
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the new data allow us to clearly identify the nature
the changes in the material as a function of time. O
results add new understanding of the electron and lat
dynamics following femtosecond laser excitation a
provide detailed information for comparison to theoretic
models.

We use a pump-probe technique to measureesvd with
100 fs temporal resolution over a photon energy ran
from 1.5 to 3.5 eV. A (100) GaAs sample (Cr dope
r . 7 3 105 V m) is excited with a 70 fs, 1.9 eV
(635 nm) pump pulse and is probed by a 1.5–3.5
(820–350 nm) broadband pulse. The time delay betw
the pump and probe pulses can be varied. Differ
frequencies in the probe pulse arrive at the sample
different times. The results presented below are correc
for the measured temporal dispersion of the probe
temporally shifting the data at each frequency.

To determine both the real and imaginary parts
the dielectric function of bulk GaAs, we measure t
spectral reflectivity forp-polarized light of58± and 75±.
These angles provide high sensitivity to changes in
dielectric function. The dielectric function is obtaine
by numerically inverting the Fresnel reflectivity formula
taking into account the oxide layer which forms on th
surface of GaAs in air. The measured dielectric functi
esvd of unexcited GaAs shows excellent agreement w
the published value ofesvd for GaAs determined from
ellipsometric measurements [12].

The response of GaAs to the excitation depen
strongly on the incident fluence. Above a thresholdFth 
1.0 kJym2, we observe permanent damage under an
tical microscope. To avoid making measurements o
previously irradiated spot on the sample, we translate
sample between laser shots.

Figure 1 shows the dielectric function of GaAs 500
and 4 ps after excitation by a pulse of0.45Fth. The error
bars correspond to a 5% uncertainty in the reflectiv
measurements. The solid and dashed curves in Fig.
represent the real and imaginary parts of the dielec
function of unpumped GaAs [12]. At a delay of 500 f
the data display a drop in the real part and a broaden
© 1997 The American Physical Society 185
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FIG. 1. Dielectric function hsdd 2 Refesvdg, ssd 2
Imfesvdgj for a pump fluence of0.45Fth after (a) 500 fs
and (b) 4 ps. (Fth  1.0 kJym2 is the fluence threshold for
permanent damage to the sample.) The curves in (a) sh
the real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) parts of th
dielectric function for unexcited GaAs [12]. The curves in (b
show the dielectric function for GaAs at 770 K [13].

in the imaginary part of the dielectric function. By
4 ps, esvd has partly recovered, and agrees well wit
ellipsometric measurements [13] of the dielectric functio
of GaAs at 770 K shown by the solid and dashed curv
in Fig. 1(b). From 4 ps on, we can fit the data taken
fluences up to0.5Fth with published dielectric functions
for GaAs at temperatures up to 780 K [13]. The lattic
temperatures obtained from these fits are shown in Fig
as a function of time delay for three different pump
fluences. As is to be expected, the lattice temperatu
increases with increasing fluence. Exponential fits to t
data of0.2Fth and0.35Fth yield a rise time of about 7 ps.
In the first 2 ps our data cannot be fitted with a dielectr
function of heated GaAs, because the dielectric functio
on this time scale is affected by the excited free carrie
and not just by lattice heating.

As shown in Fig. 3, changes inesvd are much more
pronounced at0.70Fth. By 4 ps, the imaginary part is
broadly spread out while the real part shows a negati
slope in frequency across most of the spectral range. T
dielectric function resembles that of amorphous GaAs
300 K [14] [see Fig. 3(b)]; the difference between the da
and the curves may be due to heating of the material
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FIG. 2. Lattice heating in the low fluence range.srd 2
0.2Fth, smd 2 0.35Fth, sdd 2 0.45Fth. The fitted exponential
curves yield a rise time of 7 ps.

the laser excitation. We conclude that the lattice disorde
within 4 ps, consistent with our previous measurement
of the second-order optical susceptibility, which indicate
a reversible loss of long-range order over this fluenc
range [8].

Above 0.8Fth, the real part of the dielectric function
becomes negative within the observed spectral range, a

FIG. 3. Dielectric functionhsdd 2 Refesvdg, ssd 2 Imfesvdgj
for a pump fluence of0.7Fth after (a) 500 fs and (b) 4 ps. The
curves in (a) show the real (solid line) and imaginary (dashe
line) parts ofesvd for unexcited GaAs. The curves in (b)
showesvd for amorphous GaAs at room temperature [14].
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the zero crossing shifts to lower and lower photon ene
gies at later times. Figure 4 showsesvd at 1.6Fth. At
500 fs, the real part is negative above 2.7 eV, indicati
that most of the oscillator strength has now moved fro
an initial value of 4.75 eV [12] to below 2.7 eV. By 4 ps
the zero crossing of the real part has shifted to well belo
2 eV. The data below 1.8 eV lie in a region of dielectri
function space where the reflectivity is not very sensitiv
to changes inesvd and hence the uncertainty inesvd is
large. The curves in Fig. 4(b) show a fit to a Drude mod
[7,15], yielding a 12 eV plasma frequency and a 0.2
free-carrier relaxation time. The large plasma frequen
shows that nearly all of the valence electrons in GaAs a
behaving as free carriers, indicating that a semiconduct
to-metal transition has occurred. We observe this tran
tion for fluences above0.8Fth; the transition occurs faster
at higher fluence.

Let us now discuss the physical processes respons
for the observed behavior. Incident photons promote ele
trons from occupied valence states to empty conducti
states, leaving holes behind. A laser pulse of1.0Fth cre-
ates a free-carrier density of the order of1022 cm23, or
about 10% of the valence electron density, via linear a
nonlinear absorption [15]. The excited free carriers affe

FIG. 4. Dielectric function hsdd 2 Refesvdg, ssd 2
Imfesvdgj for a pump fluence of1.6Fth after (a) 500 fs
and (b) 4 ps. The curves in (a) show the real (solid line) a
imaginary (dashed line) parts ofesvd for unexcited GaAs.
The curves in (b) show a Drude-model dielectric function wit
a plasma frequency of 12 eV and a relaxation time of 0.2 fs.
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the dielectric function in two ways. First, the free carrier
change the dielectric function by free-carrier absorptio
as described by the Drude model, resulting in a decre
in the real part and an increase in the imaginary pa
Second, screening of the ionic potential due to the fr
carriers and electron many-body effects change the ba
structure [9], which, in turn, affects the dielectric func
tion. These free-carrier effects arise immediately after t
excitation and dominate the changes inesvd for several
hundred femtoseconds after excitation, before changes
the lattice become important.

Below 0.8Fth, the changes in the dielectric function
Desvd, at a 500 fs time delay [see, e.g., the difference b
tween the experimental data and the curves in Figs. 1
and 3(a)], cannot be accounted for by a Drude contrib
tion to the dielectric function. Below 2.5 eV, the strengt
and spectral shape of the changes are inconsistent with
Drude model; above 2.5 eV, even the sign of the chan
in the imaginary part ofesvd does not agree with the
Drude model. The observed broadening and downwa
shift of the absorption peak in the dielectric function ar
consistent, however, with screening and many-body
fects. A recent band-structure calculation for femtoseco
laser-excited GaAs shows that screening and many-bo
effects decrease the direct gaps at theL andX points [9].
Because the direct gaps at theL and X points give rise
to absorption peaks in the dielectric function at 3.0 an
4.75 eV [16], the laser-induced decrease in these gaps
sults in a broadening and downward shift of the absorpti
peaks, in agreement with the changes we observe.

The free carriers relax through a combination of phono
emission, Auger recombination, radiative recombinatio
and carrier diffusion. Radiative recombination is a rel
tively slow process which does not play an importa
role in the first few picoseconds. Diffusion is impor
tant for carrier densities below1019 cm23, but carrier
confinement limits the diffusion rate for carrier densitie
above1021 cm23 [17]. Our measurements at fluences b
low 0.5Fth indicate that Auger recombination and phono
emission are most important at carrier densities abo
1021 cm23: The effects of free carriers onesvd subside
within 4 ps, whereas the lattice heats in 7 ps (cf. Figs.
and 2). Rapid Auger recombination reduces the carr
density without affecting the total carrier energy. The a
erage energy per carrier increases, so each remaining
rier emits more phonons to reach the band edge wh
increases the energy relaxation time. Thus, the carrier d
sity decreases more rapidly than the total carrier ener
consistent with our observations. The lifetime of nonequ
librium LO phonons generated by carrier relaxation [18
may also contribute to the observed lattice heating tim
however, its role at high carrier density is not clear becau
the phonon dynamics are very complex at these densiti

It is important to note that the lattice heating referre
to above is different from conventional heating. Conve
tional heating causes both the expansion of the lattice a
increased vibrational motion. On a picosecond time sca
187
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however, lattice expansion cannot take place. It therefo
may appear surprising that the dielectric function follow
ing low-fluence femtosecond laser excitation agrees w
that of hot GaAs [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. However, it has been
suggested that the major contribution to changes in the
electric function of GaAs heated by conventional mean
comes from the increased vibrations of the atoms [19
and our measurements support this theory.

In the medium fluence regime (0.6–0.8Fth), the dielec-
tric function after several picoseconds cannot be explain
simply by lattice heating because the measuredesvd dif-
fers from what can be extrapolated based on measu
ments ofesvd for GaAs at elevated temperatures. Also
the dielectric function does not resemble the metal-like d
electric function of a molten semiconductor, as observ
for liquid Si and Ge [20]. Instead, our results indicate tha
the lattice disorders after a few picoseconds for mediu
pump fluences [see, e.g., Fig. 3(b)]. Recent theoretic
calculations [10] show that intense excitation can disord
the lattice directly by destabilizing the atomic bonds. In
deed, the disordering we observe results directly from t
excitation—we do not see a metal-like dielectric function
typical of a molten semiconductor, at any time prior to th
observed loss of crystalline order.

In the high fluence regime (above0.8Fth), the zero
crossing of Refesvdg shifts to lower photon energies
with time [cf. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], suggesting a decrea
in the bonding-antibonding gap. When the minimum
gap between the valence and conduction bands falls
zero, a semiconductor-to-metal transition occurs [e.g
Fig. 4(b)]. The observed shift in zero crossing, and hen
the decrease in gap, progresses for several picoseco
If this decrease in gap was due solely to free-carri
effects, the gap would be smallest immediately after th
excitation, when the free-carrier density is highest. B
contrast, structural changes and their effect onesvd would
develop with time after the excitation, consistent wit
our experimental observation that the gap decreases
several picoseconds.

As described earlier, theoretical calculations [10] hav
shown how intense laser excitation can cause nontherm
structural changes. In GaAs, excitation of about 10
of the valence electrons is sufficient to cause a latti
instability and a deformation of the zincblende structur
[10]. Other calculations have shown that deformation
of the zincblende lattice lead to a band-gap collapse a
a semiconductor-to-metal transition [21,22] which woul
result in dielectric functions such as those we observe
fluences above0.8Fth.

In conclusion, we have determined the response
the dielectric function of GaAs to intense femtosecon
excitation with 100 fs resolution. The measuremen
extend from 1.5 to 3.5 eV and provide the most detaile
view thus far of the electron and lattice dynamics durin
a laser-induced phase transition.

The initial response is dominated by changes in ba
structure caused by the laser-excited free carriers. Af
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several picoseconds, the free-carrier density has decrea
and lattice changes dominate the changes inesvd. Below
0.5Fth, we observe lattice heating with a temperatu
rise time of about 7 ps, as the carriers transfer th
energy to the lattice. In the range 0.6–0.8Fth, the lattice
becomes disordered within 4 ps after excitation. Abo
0.8Fth, we observe a downward shift of the bonding
antibonding splitting which results in a transition to
metal-like state after several picoseconds. The time sc
over which the gap decreases suggests that the caus
a structural change arising directly from the excitatio
Finally, we note that, below the damage thresholdFth,
the disordering and semiconductor-to-metal transition a
completely reversible.
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